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My colleague Susan L.M. Goldberg wrote "Our Bodies, Our Only Sense of Self" about the effect of second wave feminism on women and girls that has reduced them to throbbing genitalia and bad choices. She’s absolutely right and her assessment of the way women now view themselves as nothing beyond vessels of self-gratification is sad but true. There was only one thing about the story of Belle Knox, college student turned porn star, that Goldberg overlooked:

"Women’s studies major. Good thing she’s in porn, considering her future career choices at this point don’t rise far above McDonald’s worker”

In a sane world, yes. However, one must consider the world in which we actually live. Knox is not stupid, despite her ridiculous choice in major and profession. She is angling to follow in the already well-worn paths set before her by other women’s studies majors who have made very lucrative careers on the university circuit hawking teaching "sex positive" techniques and toys to college students (100% paid for by parents!) There is an entire industry out there of "sex positive sex workers" who are profiting from the idiocy of slut culture. Tristan Taormino is my favorite "sex educator” to mock who has made a killing on unsuspecting parents. Look at her advertisement for university speeches.

Tristan is available to give keynote addresses for events such as Sex Week, Women’s History Month, Take Back the Night, V-Day, National Coming Out Day, LGBT Pride Week, and others.

Is that all? Perhaps she could speak on Columbus Day too. All those men cooped up on ships for years at a time...

...She’ll cover a wide variety of topics, including sexual anatomy, masturbation, orgasms, improving your erotic communication skills, finding the elusive g-spot, myths and truths about female ejaculation, sex toy tips and techniques, and the wonders of anal sex.

This is exactly the kind of "smarmy, feel-good chatter" Camille Paglia railed against in her latest column about real sexual education. Taormino is an expert at anal sex. She loves it and she aims to make sure your college-aged daughter does too! She’s written at least two books devoted to the “mind blowing pleasure” of rectal spelunking. She is also, of course, a pornographer.

Hear about her first foray into porn on and off camera and what led her to form her own company, Smart Ass Productions.

Did I mention she’s a graduate of Wesleyan?

She has given over 75 lectures and presentations at top colleges and universities all over North America (including Yale, Cornell, Princeton, Brown, Columbia, University of California-Santa Barbara, University of North Carolina-Greensboro, and NYU) on subjects ranging from erotic empowerment to challenging the social construction of monogamy.

Guess who pays for all those lectures to destroy the Judeo-Christian foundation on which this country was built? If you guessed unsuspecting hard-working parents who think they’re giving their children a higher education...you WIN! Sex Week goes on every year on American campuses from sea to shining sea and parents foot the thousands and thousands of
dollars to bring people like Taormino (and coming soon Belle Knox!) to “educate” their children into paganism.

Don’t think you’ll escape it by sending your dear ones to the Midwest either. Right here in Illinois, Northwestern University (notoriously hard to get into and prestigious by anyone’s standards) had a human sexuality professor who held a demonstration where a nude woman was stimulated by a dildo attached to a reciprocating saw. This item, he “taught” his students, is called a “f*cksaw.” These are the types of “educational experiences” “sex educators” bring to college campuses for large amounts of money.

Belle Knox is laying the groundwork with her media appearances and “sex positive” talking points for a long career in the style of Taormino who “teaches” college kids about anal sex and fisting. This is not a joke. It’s a lucrative employment opportunity for those with zero values and zero respect for sexuality and sex. And yes, Moms and Dads of America... you’re paying for it. So who’s stupid? Let’s call college what it is already... A WASTE OF MONEY. Give your kid $100,000 instead to buy a house or start a business. They’ll have a much better chance of becoming a contributing member of society.

(Unless, of course, you want the apple of your eye, your pride and joy and child you sacrificed for to become one of these “sex educators” who can’t find enough things to shove up her backside. In that case, by all means, send her to college. )

Tristan Taormino College Talks Reel from Tristan Taormino on Vimeo.